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Enforcer handle maintains
the integrity of the frame

Super strong alloy and
heat-treating process
for maximum frame
durability

Tapered shape to
hold in debris with
low drag

Rag bag, leaf
chaser and silt
nets empty with
an easy flip of
the wrist

Triple stitched
bags for
maximum
durability

Turned leading edge
for easy scooping—
pioneered by
Purity Pool in 1971

Designed for Durability and available from:

POOL SERVICE PRODUCTS

Straight sides to
hug tile line

Secondary panels to
protect softer rag bag,
leaf chaser and silt
nets from snags and
abrasion

The Enforcer handle features a Y-shape support that
relieves stress at the handle and distributes pressure
along the frame. A special slot in the back provides easy
access for replacement of the spring lock.

Phone: 407-682-6900
Fax: 407-682-2180

STAIN
REMOVERS

PULL
RAKES

SuperRake 40
SR40TD:
SR40LC:
RKSR40TD:
RKSR40LC:

SkimmerRake 48

For the big jobs,commercial pools,
fountains, and ponds.Tuff Duty
or Leaf Chaser bags available.

Underwater Acid Wash

Quick skimming of surface debris with
Tuff Duty bag or superfine Silt bag.

SKR48TD:
SKR48SLT:
RKSKR48TD:
RKSKR48SLT:

Out Spot
Self-contained underwater spot remover.
Chemical action quickly removes fresh
rust spots and stains in seconds.

The set includes 14" and 4"
continuous feed acid dispensing
heads. Removes large spots and
stains.For the service tech.

OS:

UAW:

Tile Scrubbers
Double-thick scouring pad gets under
cantilevered decks and into corners.
TILE SCRUBBER W/5' POLE:
TILE SCRUBBER QUICK CONNECT:
REPAD COARSE (BROWN ):
REPAD FINE (BLUE):
REPAD SUPERFINE (WHITE):

Wonder Weir

Multi-speed pumps mean less suction and less
efficiency for traditional weirs. This innovative
two-blade design works flawlessly at all levels of
suction, especially at low water flow caused by a
dirty filter or multiple skimmers.

8 3/8"WW:

Non Clog Ball

NCB:

12"WW:

Pool Service Products
223 Altamonte Commerce Blvd. - Suite 1310
Altamonte Springs, FL 32714

Leaf and debris strainer for skimmers without
baskets. Fits over diverter valve or threads into
skimmer fitting. Protects your suction line from
jamming with leaves and debris.
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(407) 682-6900
(800) 683-4500
Fax (407) 682-2180

